Nanocrystals of hexagonal nickel carbide have been synthesized via physical vapor deposition of elemental nickel onto the surface of vertically aligned carbon nanotubes. Combining high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) with three-dimensional atom probe tomography (3DAP) confirmed that these nanocrystals have a hexagonal structure, are enriched in carbon, and have a composition of ∼Ni-25 at. % C (Ni 3 C). This metastable hexagonal nickel carbide phase appears to be stabilized due to the growth of the nanocrystals on the surface of the nanotubes that act as a template and also as a source of carbon. The stability of this nickel carbide phase has also been investigated by density functional theory (DFT) calculations and compared to the experimental results.
Introduction
Synthesis of nanocrystalline hybrid materials based on carbon nanotubes with metals or oxides has been of substantial interest in recent years due to their potential applications in biosensing, energy storage, catalysis, electronic devices, and structural applications. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] For example, manganese oxide nanoflowers on to the vertically aligned carbon nanotube arrays deposited by the electrodeposition technique have been found to be promising for high rate and longer life cycle of electrochemical capacitive energy storage applications, indicating that carbon nanotubes can be used as templates for deposition or growth of nanocrystals for various applications. 1 Despite the various reports on synthesis of carbon nanotubes coated with nanocrystals, there have been rather limited high-resolution investigations of the structural and compositional details associated with these nanocrystals. Similarly, there has been a lot of interest in the synthesis of nanocrystalline metallic materials such as nickel due to their application in a wide range of engineering fields, specifically catalysis, energy absorption, and magnetic recording media. [6] [7] [8] Elemental nickel, in its equilibrium form at room temperature, exhibits a face-centered cubic (FCC) structure. Interestingly, there have been reports in the literature related to the stabilization of a nonequilibrium hexagonal structure (hexagonal closepacked or HCP) in nanostructured forms of nickel, including HCP metastable nickel carbide nanocrystals. [9] [10] [11] [12] The HCP phase is typically observed in case of far-from-equilibrium synthesis routes such as wet chemical synthesis at very low temperatures when the nanocrystals grow from an amorphous phase, 9 decomposition of neutral metal complex, 10 thin film processing via heteroepitaxial growth, 11 and mechanical alloying via highenergy ball milling. 12 These synthesis methods indicate that HCP nickel is only observed below a certain critical crystallite size (∼4 nm) and changes to the equilibrium FCC structure for larger crystalline sizes. 9, 10 Nickel does not form a carbide under equilibrium conditions; however, there have been reports of metastable nickel carbides (Ni 3 C) forming as a result of mechanical alloying in high-energy ball-milled mixtures. 12 These nickel carbide (Ni 3 C) nanocrystals also exhibited a highly disordered and defective internal structure due to extreme local pressures and temperatures involved in far-from equilibrium processing, such as high-energy ball milling. Furthermore, nanocrystals synthesized from a carbon-containing neutral metal complex of nickel indicate that the HCP nickel phase can be stabilized in much larger nanocrystals (∼20 nm), possibly due to the presence of carbon. 10 However, a detailed investigation and clear understanding of the role of carbon on the stabilization of the HCP phase in nickel nanocrystals are presently lacking. This paper reports the templated synthesis of hexagonal nickel carbide nanocrystals via physical vapor deposition (PVD) of elemental nickel onto the surface of multiwalled carbon nanotubes. PVD processes such as sputter deposition offer a relatively simple and clean route for synthesizing nanocrystals on nanotube surfaces. Electron diffraction and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) were used to identify the crystal structure and morphologies, while three-dimensional atom probe tomography (3DAP) was used to determine the composition of the nickel carbide nanocrystals. The coupling of these two advanced characterization techniques permitted the determination of both the atomic scale structure and composition of these nanocrystals for the first time. Furthermore, synergistic coupling of these experimental results with first-principles electronicstructure-based calculations of the relative energies of different metastable nickel and nickel carbide phases has led to a better insight into the role of carbon and the template offered by the nanotube surface on the formation of metastable nickel carbide nanocrystals.
Experimental Section
Using sputtering, elemental nickel was deposited onto vertically aligned CNT in a PVD system. Pure elemental Ni (99.99%) targets from Kurt Lesker Co. were used for the deposition. Si wafers with a high density of vertically grown CNTs on the surface were used as the substrate for the Ni deposition. The experimental details associated with the growth of the CNT array have been reported previously 13 and therefore are not being repeated in this paper. A 10 mm × 10 mm CNT array grown on a piece of Si wafer was loaded into the PVD chamber and pumped down to a base pressure ∼10 -8 Torr. Pure argon sputtering gas was introduced into the chamber to achieve a working pressure ∼5 mTorr. Ni was deposited using the dc magnetron sputtering using a power of 200 W at room temperature for 60 min. The nickel deposition rate under these conditions was ∼0.2 nm/s.
High-resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) studies of both the uncoated and nickel-coated carbon nanotube samples was carried out in a dual-beam FIB instrument, specifically the FEI Nova 200 NanoLab dual beam FIB instrument operating at a 30 keV accelerating voltage. In order to characterize the nanostructured Ni deposited on the CNT surface, site-specific samples were prepared for both transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and 3D atom probe (3DAP) studies, using the dual beam FIB. In order to minimize the gallium ion damage during the sample preparation, the area of interest was protected by depositing a Pt overlayer on the region of interest and subsequently lifting out samples. Lifted-out samples were attached to a copper grid for TEM studies. Additional thinning and cleaning to obtain less than 30 nm thickness using the FIB was done at 30 and 5 keV, respectively, to remove the redeposition and ion beam damage. The site specific samples have been characterized using the FEI Tecnai F20 field emission gun TEM operating at 200 kV. The sample for atom probe analysis was also prepared using the dual-beam FIB. 3DAP experiments were conducted on a LEAP 3000 Local Electrode Atom Probe (LEAP) microscope system manufactured by Imago Scientific Instruments, Inc. The laser-pulse evaporation method was used for analyzing these samples at a temperature of 60 K with 0.5% average evaporation rate and laser pulse energy of 0.5 nJ. Figure 1a shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image on the as-received vertically aligned carbon nanotubes grown by chemical vapor deposition method on a Si wafer. The high density of aligned CNTs have a multiwalled structure with a diameter ∼10 nm and length ∼650 µm length. The detailed properties of these nanotubes are reported elsewhere.
Results and Discussion
13,14 Figure  1b shows a SEM image from the nickel-coated carbon nanotubes, clearly exhibiting the granular morphology of nanocrystals uniformly coating the surface of the nanotubes (higher magnification shown as an inset). From bright-field TEM images, such as the representative one shown in Figure 1c , the average crystalline size was determined to be ∼5 nm. The electron diffraction, comprising multiple rings, shown as an inset in Figure 1c , confirmed the polycrystalline nature of the vapor deposited nanocrystals on the surface of the nanotubes.
For a detailed analysis of morphology and crystal structure of these nanocrystals, an HRTEM image and an enlarged selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern are shown in parts a and b of Figure 2 , respectively. Figure 2a clearly shows the formation of nanocrystals of relatively uniform size on the surface of the nanotubes, with the underlying graphene layers visible in some cases. The nanocrystals were typically less than ∼4 nm in size. Most of the primary rings observed in the SAD pattern shown in Figure 2b can be consistently indexed based on a hexagonal (HCP) structure with a single weak ring corresponding to the face-centered cubic (FCC) structure of Ni. The lattice parameter of the hexagonal phase was determined to be a ) 4.5 Å, c ) 12.9 Å and found to be in close agreement 12 The equilibrium phase diagram does not exhibit either any hexagonal Ni or nickel carbide phase. It appears that the carbon nanotubes can affect the formation of this hexagonal nickel phase by providing a template for heterogeneous nucleation during the physical vapor depostion process. Figure 2c shows a relatively large Ni nanocrystal (∼20 nm) on the CNT surface exhibiting a hexagonal structure as revealed by the corresponding [12 j 13 j ] zone axis in SAD pattern (inset in Figure  2c ). The evidence of a hexagonal structure in this relatively large nanocrystal contradicts the critical size (∼4 nm) of the FCC-HCP transition reported previously for Ni nanocrystals by Illy et al. 9 Parts a and b of Figure 3 are respectively SEM images showing the lift-out procedure and the sample prepared for 3DAP studies of the Ni nanocrystals deposited on the carbon nanotubes. The lifted-out sample was attached on a Si micropillar and then subsequently milled using the Ga ion beam with a final tip radius less than 30 nm, as shown in Figure 3b . The 3DAP sample preparation technique using focused ion beam (FIB) was well described elsewhere. 15 Figure 3c shows a 3D atom probe reconstruction of the sample shown in Figure 3b . The C atoms have been plotted as red dots along with a solid isoconcentration surface (isosurface in short) in blue for Ni ) 50 at. %. Even though the Ni isosurface shows a clear interface between the Ni nanocrystal and CNT sides, the composition profiles across the nickel and CNT interface, plotted in Figure  3d , exhibit substantial intermixing between the two regions. The average composition of carbon in the Ni-coated area (nickel nanocystals) is ∼25 at. %, which corresponds to ∼Ni 3 C stoichiometry (refer to Figure 3d) . Interestingly, while the metastable Ni 3 C phase has been proposed to form in high-energy ball-milled nanocrystalline nickel samples, there was no compositional evidence presented in support of this argument. 12 However, the reported HCP crystal structure and lattice parameters for this metastable carbide are in good agreement with the results of the present study. Yue et al. suggested carbon seems to play a significant role on the stabilization of HCP Ni phase, especially at lower growth temperatures. 12 The present study suggest that hexagonal Ni 3 C nanocrystals can be stabilized up to sizes as large as ∼20 nm when grown on the surface of carbon nanotubes. Therefore, it appears that the nanotubes not only provide a template for the growth of the hexagonal nickel phase but also increase the stability of this phase due to the diffusion of carbon from the nanotubes into the nanocrystals. On the basis of our observations, during the initial stages of growth, nanocrystals nucleating and growing on surface of the carbon nanotubes, post-sputter deposition of nickel, exhibit a hexagonal crystal structure with lattice parameters similar to a metastable Ni 3 C phase. These hexagonal nanocrystals also exhibit the presence of carbon, based on the 3D atom probe results. However, as the thickness of the nickel coating on the nanotube surface increases, new nanocrystals nucleate and grow on the surface of pre-existing Ni 3 C nanocrystals. These nickel nanocrystals may not exhibit the hexagonal crystal structure of stoichiometric Ni 3 C composition, but rather the equilibrium facecentered cubic structure of elemental nickel. Interestingly, as discussed in the introduction section, there are also reports of a metastable elemental hexagonal nickel phase. The results presented in this study indicate that the hexagonal template on the surface of the carbon nanotube can potentially lead to epitaxial growth of hexagonal nickel nanocrystals which can be further energetically stabilized by carbon diffusing into these nanocrystals, presumably from the carbon nanotubes. In contrast, nickel nanocrystals that do not grow epitaxially on the nanotube surface may not exhibit the hexagonal structure. In fact, the results presented in the paper clearly show that larger nickel nanocrystals growing away from the nanotube surface exhibit the equilibrium face-centered cubic (FCC) structure of elemental nickel. Under these circumstances it becomes imperative to investigate the relative stabilities of HCP Ni and hexagonal Ni 3 C phases with respect to the equilibrium FCC Ni phase. Such an analysis has been carried out using density functional theory (DFT) as described below.
We have performed plane-wave density functional theory (DFT) total energy calculations of HCP and FCC Ni as well as orthorhombic (cementite) and hexgonal Ni 3 C. 16 Equation of states of these structures were obtained by calculating the total energy vs volume curves with unit cell volumes spanning 10% up and below those of the experimental structures. The cell shape and atom positions were fully relaxed within the theory of DFT at each of the volumes. The final equation of state curves are shown in Figure 4 . Generalized gradient exchange correlation functionals with the PBE form 17 and projected augmented wave (PAW) 18 pseudopotentials to describe the electron-ion core interactions were used in the DFT calculations as implemented in the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP).
19-21 Ni 3s and 3p electrons were treated as valence electrons (3s 2 p 6 d 8 4s
2 ). Plane-wave kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV and 9 × 9 × 9 for Ni 3 C and 21 × 21 × 21 for Ni K-point sampling of Brillouin zone were used in the calculations. Geometry optimizations were performed using the conjugated gradient method until forces acting on each atom being smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. Spinpolarized calculations was employed in all geometry optimzation and energy calculations due to the magnetic nature of Ni. Hexagonal Ni 3 C was found to have zero magnetization, but both HCP and FCC Ni exhibited ferromagnetic behavior with residual magnetic moments of 0.63 µ B .
DFT calculations show that the FCC Ni is more stable than HCP Ni by 0.024 eV/atom at equilibrium geometry, consistent with experiments and previous DFT calculations, and verifies that spin-polarized calculations are important in nickel and related systems. 22 In Figure 4 , in order to be comparable to the Ni 3 C equation of state, the energies and volumes of HCP and FCC Ni are ploted for three Ni atoms, and the energy was shifted by adding the energy per atom of carbon (in the diamond structure) from calculations of the same conditions (-9.110 eV/ atom). The orthorhombic cementite structured Ni 3 C equation of state was also calculated (not shown), and it is found that it has a higher energy than the hexgonal structure by 0.157 eV per Ni 3 C unit, which is in good agreement with experimental observations of the existence of only hexagonal Ni 3 C. The energy vs volume curves were fitted to the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state, and equilibrium volume, cell parameter, and bulk modulus were obtained. For hexagonal Ni 3 C, the equilibrium volume obtained from equation of state is about 2.82% larger than the experimental volume determined using electron diffraction, and the corresponding unit cell sizes are 0.93% larger. The bulk modulus from equation of state is 188.2 GPa for hexagonal Ni 3 C. The equilibrium Ni 3 C structure was used to calculate the electron diffraction patterns. The calculated electron diffraction pattern agrees well with experimental data in terms of both the general hexagonal symmetry and the interatomic spacing of the planes in the diffraction pattern as shown in Table 1 .
The formation of hexagonal Ni 3 C can become favorable in the consideration of total energy of the Ni/CNT systems based on our DFT calculations. The energy difference between the HCP Ni + carbon and the hexagonal Ni 3 C is 0.063 eV/Ni 3 C unit. Here the energy of carbon used for adding to the HCP Ni value is for the diamond structure, which compared to graphite is lower by 0.0197 eV/atom. However, due to the fact that in this case the carbon atoms are in the form of a nanotube, the total energy of carbon can be considerably higher than that of diamond or graphite. It was found from DFT calculations that the energy of formation of carbon nanotubes increases with decreasing tube diameters. 23 This will shift the equation of state for FCC and HCP Ni + C to a higher energy level, which will eventually favor the formation of hexagonal Ni 3 C nanocrystals rather than HCP Ni nanocrystals on the surface of the CNTs. Furthermore, interfacial energy considerations are also likely to aid in the stabilization of the hexagonal Ni 3 C nanocrystals.
Conclusions
In summary, sputter deposition of elemental Ni onto vertically aligned carbon nanotubes results in the templated nucleation and growth of Ni 3 C nanocrystals exhibiting a hexagonal crystal structure. The nanotubes not only act as a template for the synthesis of these nanocrystals but also act as a source of carbon. The hexagonal phase can be stabilized in these nanocrystals to relatively large sizes (∼20 nm). Density functional theory calculations indicate that the hexagonal Ni 3 C phase is metastable with respect to FCC Ni + C (in diamond). However, the total energy difference between hexagonal Ni 3 C and HCP Ni + C (in diamond) is relatively small, and it is quite likely that the hexagonal Ni 3 C phase has a lower energy than HCP Ni + C (in nanotubes), resulting in their stabilization on the nanotube surface. 
